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Abstract

By introducing a labor market with search frictions into a Kiyotaki-Moore model,

I find that when the zero lower bound on the nominal interest rate is binding, the

extended unemployment benefits could slightly alleviate the big decline in output and

the big rise in unemployment caused by a liquidity shock through mitigating current

consumption decline. However, the unemployment benefits shock could slow down the

recovery mainly through discouraging the labor demand, and the extent depends on

how long the extended benefits program lasts. But without the zero lower bound, both

the extended unemployment benefits shock and policy can make the recession deeper.

In the regular recessions, countercyclical unemployment benefits and compensation

for vacancy posting can enhance social welfare in response to different shocks. The

combination of the unemployment benefits policy and the compensation for vacancies

enhance social welfare more than using the unemployment benefits policy alone, since

not only aggregate demand but also firm’s labor demand is essential for the econ-

omy to recover. The financial frictions have an essential effect on how strongly the

unemployment policies respond to shocks.
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1 Introduction

Most people believe that the recent recession was aggravated by the crash in financial

markets and a liquidity shock resulting from the bankruptcy of several financial interme-

diaries such as Lehman Brothers. Output decreased significantly, unemployment climbed

to a surprisingly high level and is experiencing a very slow recovery, and the stock market

declined dramatically. The federal funds rate collapsed to zero at the end of 2008, which

made the traditional tools of monetary policy ineffective. In order to stimulate the economy

and decrease the unemployment rate, various alternative policies have been used.

One of the policy tools has involved unemployment benefits, which were extended to 99

weeks from 26 weeks. Net reserves of the State Unemployment Insurance program trust fund

balance decreased to −$25 billion at the end of June 2011 from $39.7 billion at the end of

June 2008, and total unemployment benefits paid by the government increased from $13.6

billion in 2008Q3 to $40.4 billion in 2010Q2.

The the effectiveness of the unemployment benefits policy is widely debated. Two main

questions I want to answer in this paper are: Have the extended unemployment benefits

benefited the economy during the Great Recession? What kinds of unemployment policies

are helpful in enhancing the social welfare during regular recessions? Several subsequent and

more specific questions would be: Did providing more benefits to the unemployed workers

stimulate the economy or contribute to the persistently high unemployment rate in the Great

Recession? Should the unemployment benefits be countercyclical or procyclical? Besides the

unemployment benefits policy, is a policy on compensating for vacancies during recession

good for the labor market and the whole economy? Do the existence of the zero lower bound

and financial friction affect the optimal unemployment policies?

In order to address the problem on the impacts of the extended unemployment benefits

during the Great Recession, a model describes a financial crisis like the Great Recession is

1I would like to thank my advisor James D. Hamilton for invaluable advice. I also received helpful
suggestions from Davide Debortoli, Irina Telyukova, and seminar participants.
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needed. Del Negro et al. (2011) developed a useful New Keynesian model for this purpose,

extending the ideas in Kiyotaki and Moore (2008) to develop an empirically usable dynamic

stochastic general equilibrium model. However, there is no unemployment in that model and

no basis for discussing policy tools such as extended unemployment benefits. In this paper,

I add a labor market with matching frictions and endogenous separation to their model.

Financial market frictions in this paper take the same form as in Del Negro et al. (2011).

Entrepreneurs face two constraints on the financing of new investment projects: a borrowing

constraint on issuing new equity and a resaleability constraint on selling existing equity

holdings. A shock to the resaleability constraint is referred as a liquidity shock. Baseline

policies are implemented via a simple interest rate rule constrained by the zero bound,

constant unemployment benefits, and zero compensation on vacancy postings.

Recently, there have been many influential studies on the unemployment policies. Pa-

pers like Moyen and Stahler (2012), Nakajima (2012), and Valletta and Kuang (2010) ex-

amine the role of unemployment benefits over business cycles. Landais, Michaillat, and Saez

(2010) analyzed optimal unemployment insurance over the business cycle in a search model.

Hagedorn, Karahan, Manovskii, and Mitman (2013) investigated the effect of the extended

unemployment benefits during the Great Recession and got the conclusion the the extended

unemployment benefits program had negative effect on the labor market. Lalive, Landais,

and Zweimuller (2013) studied the market externalities of large unemployment insurance

extension programs. Contrast to my paper, all these studies are either purely empirical or

in an environment without the presence of financial frictions and the zero lower bound on

the nominal interest rate, which are essential both for fitting the Great Recession and for

the effects of policies.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. I introduce labor market

search frictions into a New Keynesian model with financial frictions and zero lower bound on

the nominal interest rate to evaluate the effectiveness of the extended unemployment benefits

during the Great Recession, and distinguish the potential difference of the unemployment
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benefits shock and policy. Optimal unemployment policies in regular recessions are also

investigated. Another important aspect of this paper is that the impacts of the zero lower

bound, financial frictions and different types of shocks on the optimal unemployment polices

are documented.

The main results of this paper are as follows. First, I find that the effects of the un-

employment benefits shock and unemployment benefits policy are different. At the zero

lower bound, extended unemployment benefits policy could be a useful tool for mitigating

the decline in consumption and benefiting output slightly and speeding up the labor mar-

ket recovery. However, an extended unemployment benefits shock slows down the recovery.

How long the extended unemployment benefits program lasts is essential for the recovery

speed. Third, without the zero lower bound constraint, both the extended unemployment

benefits shock and policy deepen the recession, however, speed up the recovery. Third, the

optimal unemployment benefits policy and vacancy posting compensation policy are both

countercyclical. Fourth, coutercyclical compensation on vacancy postings can enhance the

social welfare because it makes firms have stronger incentive to post vacancies and offer more

opportunities to the unemployed workers, which help the labor market recover more quickly.

Fifth, in a model with no financial frictions, the optimal unemployment policies respond to

news in a significantly smaller magnitude. Since there is no amplification effect from the

binding borrowing constraint or liquidity issues in posting vacancies, and as a result, the

economy is less volatile and the welfare loss caused by the same shocks is smaller.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the model setup, Section 3

is the calibration, Section 4 is the analysis and results, and Section 5 is the conclusion and

policy implications.
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2 Model

The main framework of the model comes from Kiyotaki and Moore (2008) and Del Negro et

al. (2011). There are five types of agents: entrepreneurs in household, workers in household,

capital producers, intermediate good firms, and final good firms.

2.1 Households

There is a representative household in the economy, and there are a continuum of members,

indexed by i, measured on [0, 1], in the household. At the beginning of each period, χ fraction

of the household members are selected to be entrepreneurs through an i.i.d. random draw,

and the rest 1 − χ fraction of members are workers. That is, the probability of becoming

an entrepreneur for a household member in a particular period is χ. In each period, the

household members are re-numbered, so that a member i ∈ [0, 1 − χ] is a worker and a

member i ∈ (1 − χ, 1] is an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs have the opportunity to invest on

capital, but they cannot supply labor. Workers supply labor but have no chance to invest

on capital. Since not all workers are hired in each period, the workers are also re-numbered,

so that a worker i ∈ [0, Ut) is unemployed, and a worker i ∈ [Ut, 1− χ] is employed.

People in a household bring back their purchases on consumption goods Ct(i), and these

goods are equally distributed among all members. Utility thus depends on the sum of all

the consumption goods in the household:

Ct =

∫ 1

0

Ct(i)di. (1)

Consumption Ct is also a CES function over a continuum of goods with elasticity of substi-

tution εp,

Ct = [

∫ 1

0

(Cj̃t)
εp−1
εp dj̃]

εp

εp−1 , εp > 1,

where j̃ is the index of the differentiated final consumption goods.
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Each member holds an equal share of the household’s assets (bonds and equities). The

household does not make the labor supply decision. All unemployed members search on

the job market and the frictional search and matching process determines who is employed.

Following Ravenna and Walsh (2011), the representative household’s utility depends on the

total consumption composed by the consumption of market financial goods Ct and home

production wu(1−Nt):

Ctotal
t = Ct + wuUt.

The representative household maximizes

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
(Ctotal

t )1−σ

1− σ
(2)

s.t.

Ctotal
t + pIt It + qt(St − It − (1− δ)St−1) +

Bt

pt
=

rKt St−1 +

∫ 1−χ

Ut

Y L
it di+

∫ Ut

0

Gu
t di+

rt−1Bt−1

pt
+Dt +DI

t − Tt
(3)

The inter-temporal discount factor is β, and the relative risk aversion is σ.

Unlike Smets and Wouters (2007), I don’t include the intensive margin of employment

because Gertler, Sala and Trigari (2008) find that most of the cyclical variation in employ-

ment in the United States is on the extensive margin and including the intensive margin

does not affect the model very much. Following the convention in the literature (such as de

Hann et al. (2000)), they are considered as a part of the total unemployment compensation

which appears in the household’s budget constraint as part of the household’s income.

The price for the consumption good is pt, and the gross nominal interest rate controlled

by the Federal Reserve is rt. The investment on capital is represented by It, and the cost of a

unit of new investment in terms of the consumption goods is pIt . The dividends from the final

good sector and the capital producers are Dt and DI
t respectively, and the lump-sum tax is
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Tt. Household’s disposable real labor income earned by member i is represented by Y L
it . The

total unemployment compensation is the unemployment benefits paid by the government,

Gu
t .

In period t, the household’s assets include government bonds Bt−1, capital KH
t−1, and

claims on other households’ capital SOt−1. Households’ liabilities include claims on own capital

sold to other households SIt−1. The net equity held by the household St−1 is defined as

St−1 = SOt−1 +KH
t−1 − SIt−1 (4)

The rental return on capital is rKt , and the price of capital and equities in terms of a

consumption good is qt. The depreciation rate of capital is δ, which means both the claims

on own capital and other households’ capital depreciate at rate δ in each period.

There are two financial frictions, which are the same as those proposed by Del Negro

et al. (2011). One is the borrowing constraint, which means each entrepreneur can only

issue new equities up to a fraction θ of his investment It(i). The other is the resaleability

constraint, which implies that a household member can only sell a fraction φt of his equity

holdings. The smaller θ and φt are, the more frictional the financial market is. The liquidity

shock mentioned in this paper is a shock to φt.

The equity on own capital held by member i ∈ (1− χ, 1] evolves according to

SIt (i) ≤ (1− δ)SIt−1 + θIt(i) + (1− δ)φt(KH
t−1 − SIt−1), (5)

where θIt(i) + (1− δ)φt(KH
t−1− SIt−1) is the maximum amount of the new issued equity, and

the new issued equity could be separated into two parts: the claims on new investment,

which gives up to θIt(i), and mortgaging capital that is not mortgaged before, which gives

up to (1− δ)φt(KH
t−1 − SIt−1). And the equity on other households’ capital held by member

i evolves according to

SOt (i) ≥ (1− δ)SOt−1 − (1− δ)φtSOt−1, (6)
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since the entrepreneur cannot sell more than a fraction φt of holdings of others’ equity. The

above two inequalities on equity together with the definition of the net equity give us the

evolution of the net equity

St(i) ≥ (1− θ)It(i) + (1− φt)(1− δ)St−1 (7)

The government bond is “liquid” and not constrained by the resaleability constraint.

Only the government can issue the liquid asset and households can only take a long position

in it:

Bt(i) ≥ 0. (8)

The equity holdings, bond holdings, and capital stock of the household depend on each

member’s decision:

St =

∫ 1

0

St(i)di = (1− θ)It + (1− φt)(1− δ)St−1 (9)

Bt =

∫ 1

0

Bt(i)di (10)

KH
t = (1− δ)KH

t−1 +

∫ 1

0

It(i)di (11)

where I(i) = 0 for i ∈ [0, 1− χ].

The amount of investment can be derived from the entrepreneur’s decision. The budget

constraint for the entrepreneurs is:

Ctotal
t (i) + pIt It(i) + qt(St(i)− It(i)− (1− δ)St−1(i)) +

Bt(i)

pt

=rKt St−1(i) +
rt−1Bt−1(i)

pt
+Dt +DI

t − Tt
(12)

Since we have the assumption that the equity price qt is greater than the cost of newly

produced capital pIt , in order to maximize the household’s utility, the entrepreneurs try their
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best to invest on new capitals. That is, they sell all bond holdings, borrow until the borrowing

constraint binds, mortgage equity holdings to the upper bound, and buy no consumption

good:

St(i) = (1− θ)It(i) + (1− φt)(1− δ)St−1 (13)

Bt(i) = 0 (14)

Ct(i) = 0 (15)

where i ∈ (1− χ, 1].

Substituting these into the budget constraint for the entrepreneurs gives us the investment

of each entrepreneur:

It(i) =
[rKt + (1− δ)qtφt]St−1 + rt−1Bt−1

pt
+Dt +DI

t − Tt
pIt − θqt

. (16)

Since only the entrepreneurs can invest, the aggregate investment is

It =

∫ 1

1−χ
It(i)di = χ

[rKt + (1− δ)qtφt]St−1 + rt−1Bt−1

pt
+Dt +DI

t − Tt
pIt − θqt

. (17)

Households choose Ctotal
t , It, St and Bt to maximize the utility. The first order conditions

are:

Ctotal
t : Ctotal−σt = λ1t (18)

It : λ1t(qt − pIt ) = λ2t (19)

St : qtλ1t = βEt{λ1t+1[r
K
t+1 + (1− δ)qt+1] + λ2t+1

χ[rKt+1 + (1− δ)φt+1qt+1]

pIt+1 − θqt+1

} (20)

Bt : λ1t = βEt[
rt
πt+1

(λ1t+1 + λ2t+1
χ

pIt+1 − θqt+1

)] (21)

where λ1t and λ2t are the Lagrangian multipliers for the budget constraint (3) and the equity

evolution (9) respectively. Our previous assumption qt > pIt ensures that λ2t is positive, I

need to assume qt > pIt . This means the price of equity is bigger than the newly installed
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capital.

Since we know the household decision on St, Bt, and Ct from the first order conditions,

as well as the solution for entrepreneurs from (13) to (15), constraints (1), (9), and (10)

determine workers’ choices on consumption, equity holding, and bond holding. We can

check that these choices satisfy the constraint (7) and (8) for workers.

2.2 Capital Producer

Capital producers can convert consumption goods into investment goods. Producing

capital is costly, and the adjustment cost ψ(·) depends on the deviations of actual investment

from its steady-state value I. The adjustment cost function also satisfies ψ(1) = 0, ψ′(1) = 0,

and ψ′′(1) > 0. The capital producers choose the amount of investment goods produced It

to maximize their profits

DI
t = {pIt − [1 + ψ(

It
I

)]}It. (22)

Capital producers are perfectly competitive, and sell the investment goods to entrepreneurs

at given price pIt .

The first order condition for capital producer’s maximization problem is:

pIt = 1 + ψ(
It
I

) + ψ′(
It
I

)
It
I

(23)

2.3 Intermediate Goods Sector

2.3.1 First Specification: Labor Market with Endogenous Separation and Real

Wage Rigidity

The intermediate goods sector is perfectly competitive, and each firm hires one worker

and rents capital to produce identical intermediate goods. The production function of the

matched firms follows

Y (ajt) = zajtK
α
jt. (24)
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The common technology z is normalized to be 1. Match-specific productivity ajt is a random

variable, which follows a Lognormal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.15

(den Hann et al., 2000). Intermediate goods are sold in a competitive market at given price

p′t.

At the beginning of period t, there are Nt matched workers and firms retaining from last

period; Ut = 1 − χ − Nt workers are unmatched. First, new entrepreneurs are randomly

selected from all household members. χ fraction of old entrepreneurs are still entrepreneurs,

and the rest (1−χ)χ old entrepreneurs become unemployed workers. χ fraction of matched

workers become entrepreneurs, and the number of remaining matches becomes (1−χ)Nt. The

number of new entrepreneurs from originally unemployed workers is χUt. Now the number

of new entrepreneur is still χ, and the new unemployment is (1−χ)χ+Ut−χUt = Ut+χNt.

The remaining (1− χ)Nt matched workers at the start of period t travel to their places

of employment. At that point, with an exogenous probability 0 ≤ ρx < 1 the match is

terminated. The remaining (1−ρx)(1−χ)Nt pairs of matched workers and firms, indexed by

j, jointly observe the match-specific productivity ajt, and then decide whether to continue the

match. If ajt is larger than some threshold ãjt, the match continues and production occurs.

Since all the intermediate good firms are identical ex ante, we can eliminate the subscript j.

All the matches with match-specific productivity lower than ãt are endogenously terminated.

So the endogenous separation rate is given by

ρnt = F (ãt) =

∫ ãt

−∞
f(at)dat (25)

Finally, the number of remaining matches is (1−χ)(1− ρx)(1− ρnt )Nt. The total separation

rate is ρt = 1− (1− χ)(1− ρx)(1− ρnt ).

The number of new matches in period t is Mt. These new matches don’t produce any good

in the current period, but could only enter production in the next period after surviving from

both exogenous and endogenous separations. The total number of matches evolves according
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to:

Nt+1 = (1− ρt+1)(Nt +Mt). (26)

The number of new matches in period t depends on the amount of vacancies posted by

the firms, Vt, and the number of unemployed workers, Ut. The matching function Mt(Ut, Vt)

takes the form EU ζ
t V

1−ζ
t , where E is the scale parameter standing for the aggregate matching

efficiency.

The probability of a worker finding a job (the job-finding rate) is given by

ρwt =
Mt(Ut, Vt)

Ut
= Eτ 1−ζt , (27)

and the probability of a vacancy being filled (the vacancy-filling rate) is

ρft =
Mt(Ut, Vt)

Vt
= Eτ−ζt , (28)

where τt = Vt/Ut represents the labor market tightness.

The firms survived from separations choose capital optimally by maximizing

ztajtK
α
jt

µt
− rktKjt.

where µt = pt/p
′
t is the markup. The optimal capital is

K∗(ajt) = (
αzajt
µtrkt

)
1

1−α . (29)

Unmatched firms seeking workers have to pay a cost, γ, to post a vacancy. The vacancy

could be filled with probability ρft , and the filled vacancy could be separated with probability

1− ρt+1 before entering production. The unmatched firm will post a vacancy only when the

discounted expected future value of doing so is bigger than or equal the cost. Free entry
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ensures that unmatched firms post vacancies until

γ = βρftEt[
λ̃1t+1

λ̃1t
(1− ρt+1)Jt+1], (30)

where Jt+1 is the expected future value of a matched firm, which is identical for all firms.

The value of a matched firm with match-specific productivity ajt could be expressed as

the net profit obtained from this period’s production plus the discounted expected future

value of the firm:

Jt(ajt) =
Y (ajt)

µt
− Y L(ajt)− rktK∗(ajt) + βEt[

λ̃1t+1

λ̃1t
(1− ρt+1)Jt+1], (31)

where Y (ajt)/µt is the firm’s revenue from selling the intermediate goods evaluated in terms

of final goods, and Y L(ajt) is the real wage of the worker in terms of final goods.

A matched worker’s value, Ht(ajt), is equal to the real wage he can get from the work

this period, and plus the discounted future value of the work:

Ht(ajt) = Y L(ajt) + βEt{
λ̃1t+1

λ̃1t
[(1− ρt+1)Ht+1 + ρt+1Wt+1]}, (32)

where Wt is the value of an unemployed worker:

Wt = Gu
t + βEt{

λ̃1t+1

λ̃1t
[(1− ρt+1)ρ

w
t Ht+1 + (1− (1− ρt+1)ρ

w
t )Wt+1]}. (33)

The value of the unemployed worker includes the total unemployment compensation this

period and expected income either being employed or not in the future.

The economic surplus of a match is Jt(ajt) + Ht(ajt) −Wt. When there is no real wage

rigidity, the surplus is divided between the firm and worker through Nash bargaining, and

the bargaining power of the worker is Θ. The notional real wage resulting from the Nash
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bargaining is:

Y L∗
(ajt) = Θ[

Y (ajt)

µt
− rktK∗(ajt) + γτt] + (1−Θ)Gu

t .

However, when there exists a wage norm, and the real wage is rigid in the sense that it

depends on the wage norm, the real wage could be expressed as weighted average of the

notional wage and the steady state value of the real wage:

Y L(ajt) = η[Θ(
Y (ajt)

µt
− rktK∗(ajt) + γτt) + (1−Θ)Gu

t ] + (1− η)Y L.

The real wage rigidity index is η. If η=0, the real wage is solely determined by the steady

state surplus, and if η = 1, the real wage is perfectly flexible.

How is the endogenous separation decision made? That is, how is the threshold of match-

specific productivity, ãt, determined? The critical value of at below which separation takes

place is given by Jt(ãt) = 0. Substituting the real wage and capital used at ãt into firm’s

value, the separation threshold is determined by the following equation:

Y (ãt)

µt
− Y L(ãt)− rktK∗(ãt) +

γ

ρft
= 0. (34)

Define the average capital used in production as follows:

K∗t =

∫ amax

ãt

K∗(ajt)
f(at)

1− F (ãt)
dat. (35)

The aggregate output of the intermediate goods sector is:

Yt = Nt
µtr

k
t

α
K∗t . (36)
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The average real wage is defined as:

Y L
t =

∫ amax

ãt

Y L(ajt)
f(at)

1− F (ãt)
dat

= η[Θ(
1− α
α

rktK
∗
t + γτt) + (1−Θ)Gu

t ] + (1− η)Y L.

(37)

2.4 Government

In order to close the model, we need to specify government policies. Baseline policies

include conventional monetary policy, constant government spending and constant unem-

ployment benefits.

Conventional monetary policy follows a standard feedback rule, and the nominal interest

rate cannot be lower than 0:

r̂t = max{φππ̂t,−r + 1}, (38)

where x̂t is the log-deviation from steady state value. Government spending is assumed to be

proportional to output, G = gyY . Regular unemployment benefits paid by the government

is also constant and proportional to the steady state average real wage, Gu = guyLY
L.

Besides the baseline policy, characterized by the regular unemployment benefits, there

are two versions of extended unemployment benefits program, which describe the changes in

the unemployment benefits.

One is the unemployment benefits changes follow a given rule, for example, the benefits

change according to the unemployment rate:

ĝut = γu ∗ ût.

In the paper, I call this rule “unemployment benefits policy”. The extended benefits pro-

grams (EB) can be treated as a counterpart of this kind of unemployment benefits policy in

the real economy. EB is a permanent program, triggered when some conditions are satisfied,

for example, the state unemployment rate reaches a certain level. And people who exhaust
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the regular unemployment insurance (UI) can get additional up to 13 weeks benefits. From

the model aspect, agents with rational expectation in the model fully aware when and in

how large scale the policy will be implemented, and it is a part of their information set.

The other version of the extended unemployment benefits is the regular unemployment

benefits can be hit by an unemployment benefits shock, εG
u

t , under which the change in the

unemployment benefits follows an AR(1) process,

ĝut = ρG
u

ĝut−1 + εG
u

t , (39)

where εG
u

t is the initial response of unemployment benefits to the liquidity shock,

εG
u

t =


εG

u

1 (> 0) t = 1

0 otherwise

.

In the real world, the emergency unemployment compensation programs (EUC) can be

taken as the unemployment benefits shock, since different from the EB, they are temporary

programs. The federal government steps in to create EUC programs because the triggers of

EB are very restrictive, and sometimes it’s hard for some states to qualify EB. So there are

no setting rules to follow or to predict when the EUC program will be created and how large

will the program be. Although agents in the economy could get some information on these

programs, there are a lot of uncertainties, for example, how long the program will last, and

it’s hard to find a specific rule connecting the EUC with the economic fundamentals directly.

Besides EUC, other unexpected sudden changes in unemployment benefits are treated as

unemployment benefits shocks as well.

Government budget constraint is of the form:

Gt +Gu
t +

rt−1Bt−1

pt
= Tt +

Bt

pt
. (40)
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Taxes adjust to the government net debt position:

Tt − T = ψT (
rt−1Bt−1

pt
− rB

p
). (41)

Since ψT is small, the adjustment of taxes is gradual, government needs to finance its pur-

chases of private equity, fiscal expansion and extended unemployment benefits by issuing

government bonds.

2.5 Market Equilibrium

In the equilibrium, capital stock is owned by households and government:

KH
t = St, (42)

and capital stock equals the capital used by the intermediate good firms:

KH
t−1 = NtK

∗
t . (43)

Output equals households’ demand for consumption, investment and government consump-

tion and the cost of posting vacancies:

Yt = Ct + [1 + Ψ(
It
I

)]It +Gt + γVt. (44)

3 Calibration

Table 1 gives the calibrated values of parameters that are standard in other New Keynesian

models with financial frictions. All these parameters are chosen following Del Negro et al.

(2011). The discount factor β is 0.99, capital share α in the production function is 0.4,

and the relative risk aversion parameter in the utility function is set to be 1. The quarterly
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depreciation rate of capital is 0.025, and investment adjustment cost parameter ψ′′(1) is 1.

The coefficient on inflation in the interest rate rule is 1.5. The average duration of price and

wage stickiness is four quarters, so the Calvo parameter for price setting ω is 0.75 and wage

rigidity parameter η is 0.38. The elasticity of substitution among differentiated final goods

εp is 11, which implies the steady state markup µ is 1.1. 5% of the population are randomly

chosen to be entrepreneurs in each period. Let Lt ≡ Bt
pt

be the real value of the government

bonds. The ratio between real value of the government bonds and annual GDP L
4Y

is 0.4 at

steady state. The coefficient in the tax rule is 0.1. Financial friction parameters φ and θ are

set to 0.207, so that the annual steady-state interest rate is 2.2%.

Table 2 includes parameters characterizing labor market frictions and alternative policy

interventions, most of which are set according to Zhang (2014). In that paper, I used Bayesian

methods to estimate a monetary DSGE model with endogenous separation, frictional labor

market, and several shocks. The total job separation rate is 10.5%, the threshold of match-

specific productivity for the endogenous separation is 0.74, workers’ bargaining power on

wages is 0.36, quarterly job-finding rate is 0.7, steady state labor market tightness is 0.74,

and the replacement rate of the unemployment benefits is 0.4. The total unemployment

compensation implied by the estimation is 0.72, and this value is used here in the model

with exogenous separation and nominal wage rigidity. The elasticity of the matching function

is set to 0.5, and matching specific productivity is assumed to be log normally distributed

with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.15. The estimated persistence of the unemployment

benefits shock, ρG
u

= 0.97, is used in this paper to characterize the extended unemployment

benefits as well. The government spending - output ratio is set to 0.18.

The remaining alternative policy parameters, which didn’t appear in Zhang (2014) are

calibrated to match the data. Regular unemployment benefits keep constant if there is no

extended unemployment benefits program. That is, εG
u

t is always 0. In response to the

financial crisis, Emergency Unemployment Compensation 2008 (EUC08) was implemented.

Total unemployment benefits paid by the government were $13.6 billion during 2008Q3, and
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this number spiked to $40.4 billion during 2010Q2. Normalizing the logarithm of the value

in 2008Q3 to be 0, the log-deviation of the 2010Q2 value is 110%. Although part of the

increase of the government payoffs was induced by the EB programs, which is considered

the unemployment benefits policy as described in the model setup, for simplicity, I just

neglect that part and assume all the increased payoffs come from an unemployment benefits

shock and the increase in unemployment. The size of the initial change in unemployment

benefits paid to each unemployed worker, εG
u

1 , is calibrated at 0.5, so that the change in total

unemployment benefits is 110%. I tried the unemployment benefits shocks of smaller sizes,

the results turn out to be similar.

4 Results

In this section, I firstly investigate the effects of the extended unemployment benefits

shock in the baseline model, which is built and calibrated to mimic the Great Recession,

and then explore the effects of an extended unemployment benefits policy and the potential

impacts of the zero lower bound on the nominal interest rate on the effects of the extended

unemployment benefits. Optimal simple rules of unemployment policies, which combine the

extended unemployment benefits and compensation for vacancy postings, are also investi-

gated. The Potential effects of financial friction on the responsiveness of unemployment

policies are also discussed at the end.

4.1 The Unemployment Benefits During the Great Recession

4.1.1 The Effect of the Extended Unemployment Benefits Shock during the

Great Recession

At t = 1, a one-time unexpected negative liquidity shock hits the economy, and after

that there is no other shock. And the liquidity evolves following a known AR(1) process:

φ̂t = ρφφ̂t−1 + εφt . The shock tightens the entrepreneurs’ resaleability constraint, and the
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fraction of existing equity holdings that can be sold, φt, drops by 60%. The autocorrelation

parameter of the exogenous shock is 0.833, which means the expected duration of the shock

is 6 quarters.

The red solid lines in Figure 1 are the responses of the main macroeconomic variables to

this negative liquidity shock when no extended unemployment benefits are provided. The

fall in liquidity limits the entrepreneurs’ ability to buy investment capital, so investment

drops by 15%. Less liquidity also decreases the value of equities held by the households,

qt, which is consistent with what we observe during the Great Recession. The zero lower

bound and sticky prices together will lead to expectations of deflation, and inflation falls

by almost 4%. Since the nominal interest rate is bounded at zero, the real interest rate,

r̂rt = r̂t − Etπ̂t+1, increases, which depresses consumption. The decrease in investment and

consumption together causes the huge drop in output (around 9%). This decline in output

is accompanied by a 6-percentage-point rise in the unemployment rate.

The blue dashed lines represent the responses of the main macroeconomic variables to

this negative liquidity shock when there is an extended unemployment benefits shock. Most

previous studies have concluded that extended unemployment benefits would be harmful in

the sense that higher government compensation for unemployment may reduce the effort

the unemployed put into finding a new job, increase workers’ required wage, and discourage

firms from hiring more workers. Surprisingly, our model implies the opposite result when

the zero lower bound is binding. In response to a negative liquidity shock, an increase

in unemployment benefits has a small positive effect on output. Although this seems to

contradict the previous studies and our intuition, it can still be well explained within our

model.

The positive effects of extended unemployment benefits come from two aspects. The

first is extended unemployment benefits can raise household income and boost consumption.

The second aspect is its ability to pull the nominal interest rate away from the zero lower

bound more quickly. Extended unemployment benefits can affect the nominal interest rate
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in a positive way, and this is not a special characteristic of my model, but very common and

straightforward in any standard New Keynesian framework. When there is an increase in

unemployment benefits, the required wage will increase correspondingly, which causes a rise

in real marginal cost. The increase in the real wage makes labor relatively more expensive

than capital, hence firms prefer to use more capital to substitute for labor. As a result,

the rental return for capital increases and raises the real marginal cost further. From the

New Keynesian Phillips Curve that represents inflation as an increasing function of real

marginal cost, we can expect an increase in inflation, and this increase in inflation transfers

to an increase in (or at the zero lower bound, an upward pressure on) the nominal interest

rate through the Taylor’ rule. So when an extended unemployment benefits program is

implemented in response to a negative liquidity shock, there will be less deflation and hence

less downward pressure on the nominal interest rate. This shortens the time the economy

spends at the zero lower bound and helps the economy get out of the liquidity trap more

quickly. After escaping from the zero lower bound, the effect of extended unemployment

benefits keeps working and even drives the nominal interest rate to be higher than the level

before the crisis. The size of the extended unemployment benefits shock that generates the

responses represented by the blue dashed lines in Figure 1, is calibrated as I mentioned before.

That is, the total amount of the unemployment benefits paid by the government increases

by 110%. Output is more than 1% higher and consumption is 2% higher immediately after

the liquidity shock compared with the baseline case. The time the economy spends at the

zero lower bound is much shorter. The unemployment rate also raises less after the liquidity

shock.

Although extended unemployment benefits have a positive effect on the economy imme-

diately after the negative liquidity shock, its effects on the recovery are adverse. The main

reason is higher unemployment benefits push up the required wage and discourage firms to

post vacancies. Comparing with the “no extended unemployment benefits” case, vacancies

are 3% lower. The size of the negative effect of the unemployment benefits shock depends on
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how persistent the shock is. The longer the benefits shock lasts, the bigger the negative effect

is. That is, the size of the extended benefits should match the concurrent unemployment. If

the unemployment rate has already declined a lot, but the extended benefits are still very

high, the “unnecessary” benefits would push the required wage up and discourage firms to

post new vacancies. The plots of the left panel of Figure 3 report the labor market tightness

and job-finding rate under a liquidity shock at the zero lower bound. The blue dashed lines

represent the responses when there is an extended unemployment benefits shock, and red

solid lines are the baseline case without any extended unemployment benefits. When there

is unemployment benefits shock, the labor market tightness is lower than the case without

any extended benefits during the recovery process, which supports the argument that the

extended unemployment benefits shock discourages firms to hire new workers and results in

insufficient vacancies during the recession.

4.1.2 The Effect of the Unemployment Benefits Policy during the Great Reces-

sion

From the previous analysis, we know that the persistence of the extended benefits program

is very important. To avoid providing unnecessary benefits, it’s meaningful to try the case

where the extended benefits track the unemployment rate closely. In this experiment, there

is no unemployment benefits shock, but the unemployment benefits change follows Eq (45)

and the initial rise of the unemployment benefits in response to the liquidity shock is also

50%, the same as the initial rise of the unemployment benefits shock. To match the initial

rise, γu is calibrated to be 5. The key advantage of the unemployment benefits policy is

it offers additional compensation to unemployed workers according to the concurrent labor

market condition, which could avoid the cases with unnecessary or insufficient compensation.

The blue dashed lines in Figure 2 show the impulse responses of the main variables. Under

this setup, the increase in the unemployment benefits also slightly relieves the declines in

output and consumption and results in lower unemployment rate. The difference from the
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case with unemployment benefits shock is that the recovery here is faster. The reason is

that the estimated unemployment benefits shock is highly persistent, so several periods after

the liquidity shock the benefits are too high given the level of unemployment. Then its

detrimental effects on discouraging labor demand and pushing up inflation will overcome its

beneficial effect on stimulating aggregate demand.

The plots of the right panel of Figure 3 report the labor market tightness and job-finding

rate under a liquidity shock at the zero lower bound. The blue dashed lines represent the

responses when there is an extended unemployment benefits policy, and red solid lines are the

baseline case without any extended unemployment benefits. Since according to the policy,

the extended benefits decrease proportionally to the decrease in the unemployment rate, we

don’t see any low-tightness or low-job-finding-rate period during the recovery.

4.1.3 The Role of the Zero Lower Bound

The zero lower bound plays a very important role both theoretically and practically.

Previous studies (such as Del Negro et al. (2011)) have found that away from the zero lower

bound, a negative liquidity shock will not cause a smaller decrease in output. In this sense,

the zero lower bound works as an amplification mechanism for the liquidity shock. Then

how does the zero lower bound affect the impacts of extended unemployment benefits either

result from a shock or a policy?

The presence of the zero lower bound is very important for the effect of extended un-

employment benefits in the model with endogenous separation and real wage rigidity. As

seen above, in the presence of the zero lower bound, extended unemployment benefits can be

helpful for preventing output and consumption from decreasing further because it increases

the total income of household and have some stimulative effect on aggregate demand, which

makes the economy stuck in the liquidity trap not as deeply as the case without any unem-

ployment benefits changes.

But when the zero lower bound is not binding, this advantage disappears. Without the
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zero lower bound, the conventional monetary policy works perfectly, and lower inflation will

induce lower nominal interest rate, which have stimulative effect on the economy. Since

higher unemployment benefits have a positive effect on inflation and nominal interest rate,

the stimulative effect of monetary policy will be smaller when the extended unemployment

benefits policy is implemented.

Figure ?? and 5 presents the impulse responses of variables under the same liquidity

shock as previous section without the zero lower bound on the nominal interest rate. In both

figures, the recessions are deeper but recover faster when there are extended unemployment

benefits.

Another interesting result is the equity price changes in the opposite direction when

the unemployment benefits are extended either through a shock or a policy. This reveals

another positive aspect of extended unemployment benefits when the zero lower bound is

not binding. At the same time, it has negative effect when the zero lower bound is not

binding. The extended unemployment benefits push up the inflation and nominal interest

rate; so that the real interest rate, that is the real return to government bond, increase.

This makes the government bond more attractive and increases the demand for government

bond. Given the household’s wealth level, an increase in the demand for government bond

can crowd out their demand for equity. This decline in equity demand causes the decrease

in equity price. Since government bonds are liquid assets, holding more government bonds

gives entrepreneurs more liquidity to invest on capital in the following periods. This explains

why in longer horizon, the extended unemployment benefits can speed up the recovery.

This does not happen in the case with the zero lower bound because when the nominal

interest rate hits the zero lower bound, even without any increase in the unemployment

benefits, the real interest rate is positive, which attracts a lot of demand for government

bonds, and crowds out the demands for private equity. The equity price decreases under

the liquidity shock even without the extended unemployment benefits at the zero lower

bound. Although the extended unemployment benefits push up the inflation, the nominal
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rate still stays at the zero lower bound, which makes the real interest rate lower than the case

without extended unemployment benefits. As a result, at the zero lower bound extended

unemployment benefits cause that the demand for private equity won’t be crowded out as

much and the equity price decreases less. Hence, the recovery process is slower due to the

inadequate liquidity.

Table ?? reports the welfare loss under a liquidity shock with different combination of

unemployment policies both at and away from the zero lower bound. Comparing columns

in the same row of the table, it’s easy to find the rule that with the zero lower bound

unemployment policies are more effective in enhancing the welfare. Combining with the

impulse responses, we know this is because at the zero lower bound, the stimulative effect

of extended unemployment benefits dominates its detrimental effects on the economy.

4.2 Optimal Simple Rules for the Unemployment Policies

4.2.1 Optimal Simple Rules under Different Shocks

I investigate two types of simple rules for unemployment policies in this paper: one is

the unemployment benefits policy, and the other is the compensation for vacancy postings

policy, since labor demand is also an essential element for the labor market recovery according

to previous analysis. I assume the changes in unemployment benefits are proportional to

the changes in the unemployment rate, and the change in vacancy posting compensation is

proportional to vacancies. That is,

ĝut = γu ∗ ût (45)

and

ĝvt = γv ∗ v̂t. (46)

The period-loss function is set to follow Ravenna and Walsh (2009):

Lt = π2
t + λ0c̃

2
t + λ1θ̃

2
t , (47)
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where x̃t ≡ x̂t − x̂flexpricet , λ0 = σ(1 − βω)(1 − ω)/(εpω) and λ1 = (1 − α)(1 − βω)(1 −

ω)γV /(Cεpω).

Under different structural shocks, the sizes of the optimal policies are different. However,

they maintain the same signs. The unemployment benefits are more generous when the

unemployment rate is higher than the steady state level, and the compensation for vacancy

posting are higher when firms post less vacancies than the steady state level. Table ??

reports the optimal coefficients in the unemployment policies, γu and γv, under different

shocks.

The optimal γv under liquidity shock, preference shock, and investment shock are much

bigger than those under other shocks in absolute values. Liquidity shock and preference

shock have larger impact on the liquidity level of the economy, which limits the entrepreneurs’

ability to invest on new capital, and investment shock directly affect the capital producers’

profit in producing new capital goods. Insufficient investment on capital can largely increase

the cost of using capital in production and reduce firms’ value, which is the expected benefit

of posting new vacancies when taking the vacancy filling rate as given. Under a constant

vacancy posting cost, fewer firms have incentive to post vacancies when the expected benefits

of doing so are small. In this case, insufficient labor demand is the main problem of the slow

recovery in the labor market, and more subsidies on vacancy posting can help the economy

get out of recessions more quickly.

4.2.2 Extended Unemployment Benefits Only or the Combination of Extended

Unemployment Benefits and Subsiding Vacancy Postings

In this part, I investigate whether the combination of unemployment benefits policy and

subsidies on vacancy postings is a good choice, and compare it with the case where only the

unemployment benefits policy is available. I just take the liquidity shock and technology

shock as examples, and results are reported in Table 5.

If the unemployment benefits policy is the only available tool, the optimal benefits re-
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spond even more strongly to the unemployment rate, and the resulting welfare is lower

than the case with implementing both unemployment benefits policy and compensation for

vacancy posting policy. This result implies that besides the labor supply and aggregate de-

mand side, labor demand side is also important for the economy. Stimulating labor supply

by subsidizing vacancy posting is helpful for generating faster recovery.

4.2.3 Financial Frictions and the Optimal Simple Rules

Financial frictions and liquidity shocks are introduced into the model to mimic the

Great Recession. Are the financial frictions important for the above results? I considered

a standard New Keynesian model with labor market frictions without any frictions in the

financial market (the model is the same as the one used in Zhang (2014)). Table 6 reports

the coefficients for optimal simple rules. It’s easy to notice that the magnitudes of γu and

γv are significantly smaller than the case with financial frictions. Without the amplification

effect caused by financial frictions, the labor market conditions won’t get too bad. So there

is no need for large scale government intervention.

Financial frictions make the labor market situation worse during recessions from two

aspects. One is the financial frictions amplify shocks and make the whole economy, including

the labor market, more volatile. Volatility is exactly what we don’t want according to the

welfare loss function. In order to smooth the high volatile economy, the unemployment

policies have to respond more strongly to labor market fluctuations. The second channel

through which the financial frictions affect the labor market is making vacancy posting more

costly during recessions. Since all firms are owned by households, vacancy posting cost paid

by the firms is essentially liquidity of the households. When there are financial frictions,

which means some of the asset hold by the households is illiquid, the vacancy posting cost

becomes more valuable from the aspect of liquidity. Although the vacancy posting cost is set

to be constant, its liquidity value is absolutely larger during recessions. This makes the firms

especially hesitate to post new vacancies during recessions, which slows down the recovery
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of the labor market, and hence, the recovery of the whole economy.

5 Conclusion and Policy Implication

From studying the model with liquidity friction and labor market frictions, the results I

can get are in Four folds. First, during the Great Recession, extended unemployment benefits

mitigate the big decline in the economy caused by a liquidity shock when the zero lower bound

is binding, and the unemployment benefits shock slows down the recovery process. The size

of the negative effect of the unemployment benefits shock on the recovery process depends

on the persistence of the shock. The longer the EUC program lasts, the larger the negative

effect is. Second, without the zero lower bound, the extended unemployment benefits can

induce deeper recession. Third, a countercyclical unemployment benefits program together

with countercyclical compensation for vacancy posting can enhance the social welfare under

different structural shocks. Forth, if the compensation for vacancy posting is not available,

the optimal unemployment benefits respond even more strongly to unemployment, which

yield higher welfare than the case without any unemployment policy, but lower welfare than

the case with both unemployment benefits policy and subsidies in vacancy posting. Five,

financial frictions raise the volatility of the economy and make the vacancy posting more

costly during recessions, so without financial frictions, the optimal unemployment policies

respond to shocks in a much smaller magnitude.

The policy implications of the previous analysis are: first, countercyclical unemployment

benefits and compensation for vacancy posting are beneficial for social welfare; second, the

persistence of the unemployment benefits shock, corresponding to the length of the Emer-

gency Unemployment Compensation Program, affect the labor market recovery essentially;

third, following an unemployment benefits policy rule could avoid providing unnecessary

benefits; and four, compensation for vacancy posting is also beneficial for the labor mar-

ket recovery, especially facing financial market shocks, and could be used together with the
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unemployment benefits policy.
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A Tables and Figures

Table 1: Calibrated Values for Parameters Agreed with Del Negro et al. (2011)

Standard parameters
β =0.99 Discount factor
α =0.4 Capital share
σ =1 Relative risk aversion
δ =0.025 Depreciation rate
εp =11 Elasticity of substitution
ω =0.75 Price Calvo probability
Financial friction parameters
φ(= θ) =0.207 Resaleability/Borrowing constraint parameter for entrepreneurs
ψ′′(1) =1 Investment adjustment cost parameter
χ =0.05 Probability of investment opportunity
L
4Y

=0.4 Steady-state liquidity-GDP ratio

εφ1 =0.6 Size of the liquidity shock
ρφ =0.833 Persistence of the liquidity shock
Baseline policy parameters
φπ =1.5 Taylor rule coefficient
ψT =0.1 Transfer rule coefficient

1. All the above parameters are calibrated following Del Negro et al. (2011).
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Table 2: Calibrated Values of Non-Standard Parameters

Labor market parameters
ζ =0.5 Elasticity of matching function
W =0.36 Workers’ Bargaining power
ρ =0.105 Total separation rate
ρw =0.7 Steady-state job-finding rate
σa =0.15 Standard deviation of match-specific productivity
ã =0.74 Steady-state threshold of productivity
τ =0.74 Steady-state labor market tightness
η =0.38 Real/Nominal wage rigidity
Steady state policy parameters
gy =0.18 Steady state government spending - output ratio
guyL =0.4 Replacement rate

ρG
u

=0.97 Persistence of the unemployment benefits change

1. The size of initial unemployment benefits change (which didn’t appear
in Zhang (2014)) is calibrated to match the data. All other parameters
are calibrated following Zhang (2014).
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Table 3: Welfare Loss under a Liquidity Shock with Different Sizes of Unemployment Policies
both at and away from the ZLB

Welfare w/ ZLB Welfare w/o ZLB
γu γv W W

W0
W W

W0

0 0 -0.4557 1.0000 -0.1626 1.0000
0.5 0 -0.3992 0.8760 -0.1798 1.1058
1 0 -0.3610 0.7922 -0.1967 1.2097
3 0 -0.2558 0.5613 -0.2016 1.2399
5 0 -0.1942 0.4262 -0.1580 0.9717
7 0 -0.1596 0.3502 -0.1309 0.8050

0.5 -0.1 -0.3982 0.8738 -0.1966 1.2091
1 -0.1 -0.3598 0.7896 -0.2133 1.3118
3 -0.1 -0.2481 0.5444 -0.2040 1.2546
5 -0.1 -0.1866 0.4095 -0.1568 0.9643
7 -0.1 -0.1562 0.3428 -0.1289 0.7927

1. The size of the liquidity shock is 0.6, which can lower
the nominal interest rate to hit the zero lower bound.

2. The 3rd column is the welfare loss under different policy
combinations when there is a zero lower bound in the
model.

3. The 4th column is the ratios between welfare loss under
some policy combinations (W) and the welfare loss when
no policy (W0) is implemented in a model with the zero
lower bound.

4. The 5rd column is the welfare loss under different policy
combinations when there is no zero lower bound in the
model.

5. The 6th column is the ratios between welfare loss under
some policy combinations (W) and the welfare loss when
no policy (W0) is implemented in a model without the
zero lower bound.
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Table 4: Optimal Simple Rules for Unemployment Policies under Different Shocks

γu γv

Liquidity shock 4.94 -15.63
Technology shock 5.01 -1.74
Preference shock 11.77 -6.51

Gov. spending shock 5.72 -0.41
Investment shock 0.35 -5.00
Monetary shock 3.14 -0.11

1. Coefficients of optimal simple rules for unemployment
benefits and compensation on vacancies are chosen under
different shocks. The shock sizes are normalized to be 0.1.
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Table 5: Unemployment Benefits Vs. Unemployment Benefits + Compensation on Vacancies

γu γv welfare

Liquidity shock

optimal γu1 and γv1 4.94 -15.63 -9.40E-03
optimal γu2 when γv2 ≡ 0 20.77 0 -1.23E-02
γu3 = γu1 and γv3 ≡ 0 4.94 0 -2.65E-02
γu4 = 0 and γv4 = 0 0 0 -2.71E-02

Technology shock

optimal γu1 and γv1 5.01 -1.74 -3.245E-03
optimal γu2 when γv2 ≡ 0 5.46 0 -3.311E-03
γu3 = γu1 and γv3 ≡ 0 5.01 0 -3.312E-03
γu4 = 0 and γv4 = 0 0 0 -4.028E-03

1. Case 1 (optimal γu1 and γv1 ): when both the unemployment benefits policy and com-
pensation on vacancies policy are available, γu1 and γv1 are the optimal values for the
simple rules.

2. Case 2 (optimal γu2 when γv2 ≡ 0): when only the unemployment benefits policy is
available, γu2 is the optimal value for the simple rule.

3. Case 3 (γu3 = γu1 and γv3 ≡ 0): when only the unemployment benefits policy is
available, γu3 is simply set to the optimal value in Case 1.

4. Case 4 (γu4 = 0 and γv4 = 0): no policy is implemented.
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Table 6: Optimal Simple Rules for Unemployment Policies in a Model without Financial
Frictions

γu γv

Technology shock 0.07 -0.43
Preference shock 0.30 -0.18

Gov. spending shock 0.11 0
Investment shock 0.24 -0.40
Monetary shock 0.30 -0.20

1. Coefficients of optimal simple rules for unemployment
benefits and compensation on vacancies are chosen under
different shocks. The shock sizes are normalized to be 0.1.
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Figure 1: The Role of Extended Unemployment Benefits Shock in the Response to a Liquidity
Shock at the ZLB.
NOTE: The solid lines show the impulse responses after a liquidity shock in the model with the zero lower
bound for the nominal interest rate. The dashed lines are the corresponding responses with extended
unemployment benefits after the liquidity shock. The X-axis gives time horizon in quarters. In graphs for
the annual nominal interest rate and unemployment rate, the Y-axis represents level deviation, and in graphs
for other variables, it represents log-deviation.
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Figure 2: The Role of Extended Unemployment Benefits Policy in the Response to a Liquidity
Shock at the ZLB.
NOTE: The solid lines show the impulse responses after a liquidity shock in the model with the zero lower
bound for the nominal interest rate. The dashed lines are the corresponding responses with extended
unemployment benefits after the liquidity shock. The X-axis gives time horizon in quarters. In graphs for
the annual nominal interest rate and unemployment rate, the Y-axis represents level deviation, and in graphs
for other variables, it represents log-deviation.
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Figure 3: The Labor Market Tightness and Job-finding Rate in the Response to a Liquidity
Shock at the ZLB.
NOTE: The solid lines show the impulse responses after a liquidity shock in the model with the zero lower
bound for the nominal interest rate. The dashed lines are the corresponding responses with extended
unemployment benefits (either shock or policy) after the liquidity shock. The X-axis gives time horizon in
quarters. In graphs for the annual nominal interest rate and unemployment rate, the Y-axis represents level
deviation, and in graphs for other variables, it represents log-deviation.
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Figure 4: The Role of Extended Unemployment Benefits Shock in the Response to a Liquidity
Shock without the ZLB.
NOTE: The solid lines show the impulse responses after a liquidity shock in the model without the zero
lower bound for the nominal interest rate. The dashed lines are the corresponding responses with extended
unemployment benefits shock after the liquidity shock. The X-axis gives time horizon in quarters. In graphs
for the annual nominal interest rate and unemployment rate, the Y-axis represents level deviation, and in
graphs for other variables, it represents log-deviation.
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Figure 5: The Role of Extended Unemployment Benefits Policy in the Response to a Liquidity
Shock without the ZLB.
NOTE: The solid lines show the impulse responses after a liquidity shock in the model without the zero
lower bound for the nominal interest rate. The dashed lines are the corresponding responses with extended
unemployment benefits after the liquidity shock. The X-axis gives time horizon in quarters. In graphs for
the annual nominal interest rate and unemployment rate, the Y-axis represents level deviation, and in graphs
for other variables, it represents log-deviation.
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